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Abstract: Natural Language Processing (NLP) is an efficient method for enhancing educational 
outcomes. In educational settings, implementing NLP entails starting the learning process 
through natural acquisition. English teaching and learning have received increased attention from 
the relevant education departments as an integral aspect of the new curriculum reform. The 
environment of English teaching and learning is undergoing extraordinary changes as a result of 
the constant improvement and extension of teaching level and scale, as well as the growth of 
Internet information technology. As a result, the current research aims to look into techniques for 
efficiently using AI (artificial intelligence) apps to teach and learn English from the perspective 
of university students. This research can measure the levels as well as effectiveness of the 
employment of AI applications for teaching English based on deep learning techniques. There, 
the NLP based language enhancement has been carried out using Character-level recurrent neural 
network with back Propagation neural network (Cha_RNN_BPNN) based classification. With 
the help of this DL (deep learning) technique, it is possible to use AI methods to assist teachers 
in analysing and diagnosing students' English learning behaviour, replacing teachers in part to 
answer students' questions in a timely manner, and automatically grading assignments during the 
English teaching process. Experimental analysis shows Word Perplexity, Flesch-Kincaid (F-K) 
Grade Level for Readability, Cosine Similarity for Semantic Coherence, gradient change of NN, 
validation accuracy, and training accuracy of the proposed technique. 
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1 Introduction  

As a scientific subject, NLP has a 50-years old history, with applications in education 
dating to the 1960s. The initial focus was on autonomously grading student texts and 
building text-based dialogue tutoring systems, but later works covered spoken language 
technologies as well. While research in these classic application fields progresses, 
contemporary phenomena such as big data, mobile technologies, social media, and 
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MOOCs have created a slew of new research opportunities and problems [Sun et al. 
2020]. High-stake text and speech evaluations, writing assistants, and online 
instructional environments are now commercial applications, with corporations 
actively reaching out to the research community. Research into the application of 
natural language processing to education often follows an iterative lifetime, as indicated 
in Figure 1 [Litman, 2016]. Technological innovation is driven by societal needs and 
then meets them. Similarly, technological innovation is influenced by and contributes 
to educationally relevant theories and facts. A research challenge in the area of NLP for 
educational applications is frequently driven by a real-world student or teacher 
requirement [Ding et al. 2021], as shown in the upper right of the picture. 

For example, given the large student-to-teacher ratio in MOOCs, it is difficult for 
an instructor to read all postings in the discussion forums; can NLP determine the posts 
that require an instructor's intervention instead? Following that, at the bottom of the 
graphic, restrictions on problem solutions are specified using appropriate theory or 
data-driven results from the literature. Even before MOOCs, for example, there existed 
a pedagogical literature on teacher intervention. Finally, an NLP-based technology is 
built, implemented, and evaluated in the upper left of the figure. The cycle is likely to 
iterate according to an error analysis. An intervention system designed for a science 
MOOC, for example, may need to be revised to match the needs of a humanities 
instructor [Galanis et al. 2021]. 

 

Figure 1: Typical NLP for education research lifecycle 

The key of AI technology lies in intelligence. Intelligence in the field of English 
teaching as well as learning is also based on the basic points of the education industry. 
English teaching activities have diversity and complexity. Due to the different levels of 
English teachers, the implementation of educational teaching hardware, even various 
interests, cognitive styles of students will affect English learning [Wang, 2019]. 
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Artificial intelligence can simulate as well as reproduce human thinking and reasoning 
and expression of thinking through targeted processing and analysis. Therefore, in the 
dynamic environment of English teaching and learning, AI can play a unique strategy 
in English teaching and learning. Secondly, due to the differences of language 
environment, English often brings many troubles to Chinese students in the process of 
actual communication and application, even affecting the daily teaching of English 
teachers. Individualized and oral English learning stimulates students’ interest in 
English learning as well as improves the learning atmosphere in English classrooms. 
This is not only a significant reflection of the value of English teaching and learning in 
the education industry, but also an in-depth exploration of the value of modern 
information technology [Su et al. 2019]. 

The contribution of this research is as follows: 

1. To investigate the use of NLG in conjunction with DL methods to give automatic 
support for students participating in English discussions. 

2. To assess the extent to which AI apps are being used to teach English, as well as 
their effectiveness. 

3. It has been completed the conception for the use of AI applications in the teaching 
of English. Basics, content, objectives, processors, and assessment methods would 
all be included. 

4. To classify the English teaching-based data collected from 7,066 students, with a 
large number of 42,307 discussion forums using Character-level recurrent neural 
network with back Propagation neural network (Cha_RNN_BPNN).. 

2 Theoretical Background 
There are a variety of effective ways in NLP that help in educational contexts, such as 
the function of empirical data, corpora, and other linguistic features that are important 
and effective in the language learning process. Reference [Li and Xing, 2021] addressed 
new prospects for improving natural language processing (NLP) and its utility in the 
development of educational tools such as reading and writing materials. The use of 
linguistics in the classroom can help students manage and deal with the challenges of 
reading and writing. This can be accomplished by examining syntactic and 
morphological parameters. Motivation in language acquisition is a powerful tool that 
may also be used to improve students' educational practises and academic achievement 
[Schmidhuber, 2015]. DL research has seen a significant increase in activity in recent 
years. In [Caterini, 2017], popular architectural models and training techniques were 
used to provide a general introduction to DL in NN (neural networks). Because of the 
rise in data volume and processing power, NNs with increasingly complicated 
topologies have got a lot of interest and have been used in a variety of sectors [Salah et 
al. 2010]. A large number of research investigations focused on practical applications, 
yielding a great number of study findings. DL methods have been utilised in image 
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analysis, text analysis, speech recognition, and other fields, providing solutions to a 
variety of real-world problems [Sun et al. 2021]. The basic knowledge of transfer 
learning, numerous types of methodologies utilised to accomplish transfer learning, as 
well as how transfer learning was applied in many subfields of medical image analysis 
were all evaluated by the authors [Boom et al. 2019]. The review demonstrates that 
recent developments in DL, particularly advances in transfer learning, have enabled the 
identification, classification, and quantification of specific patterns from a large number 
of medical pictures [Hwang and Sung, 2017]. The authors [Artemova et al. 2021] 
introduced the Character-level CNN with Shortcuts (Char-CNNS) method in an attempt 
to provide an automated approach for determining whether material in social media 
comprises cyberbullying. To assist people comprehend how DL methods may be 
tailored to meet the challenge of speaker recognition, [Diao and Hu, 2021] presented a 
new technique to extract speaker characteristics by developing CNN filters linked to 
speakers. Researchers have employed deep learning algorithms to build efficient 
techniques to evaluate students' learning state as well as behaviour [Lauriola et al. 
2022], [Wang et al. 2020], [Yang et al. 2019]. The success of teaching and learning 
depends on interaction. DL methods are used by researchers to create methods to assist 
as well as encourage students' learning enthusiasm because of their strength in natural 
language generation as well as processing [Torfi et al. 2020]. 

3 Materials and Methods 
The analytic descriptive method was utilised to explore and analyse a specific 
phenomenon in this study. The notion of AI, its components, and its applications in the 
field of teaching have all been described in previous research. To construct a study tool 
as well as to establish the study content, this study identified AI possibilities for 
teaching English. The article looked at how AI can be used to teach English as a second 
language, how effective it is, and what practical ways can be utilised to implement it. 
Figure 2 depicts the whole AI based English teaching platform design. 
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Figure 2: Overall AI based English teaching platform architecture  

Advanced information processing technology is used in deep learning and knowledge 
discovery. It not only looks at historical data and discovers apparent parallels, but it 
also does a high-level inquiry to best assess, anticipate future trends and much more. 
With the quick advancement of Internet data innovation, electrical science, and 
technology, electronic archives are being used in colleges. The distinction between 
good and bad students is no longer based on the results of the test. The exceptional 
findings of assessment techniques play a critical and irreplaceable role throughout 
education. AI methods can summarise and analyse data from a wide range of complex 
data that are relevant to our article on the overall group situation as well as help with 
final decision-making using classification techniques. 

3.1 Character-level recurrent neural network with back Propagation neural 
network (Cha_RNN_BPNN) based data classification 

Due to the smaller units of tokens, CLMs (Character-Level Modelling) must examine 
a longer sequence of historical tokens to forecast the next token than WLMs (Word 
Level Modelling). RNN is then trained to predict the next character xt+1 by minimising 
cross-entropy loss of SoftMax output, which indicates the next character's probability 
distribution, as illustrated in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Training an RNN-based CLM  

First, instead of using WLMs, we use character-level RNN LMs as our foundation 
model, which extends to include long-term contexts. As a result, character-level clocks 
are used to generate the output probabilities. For end-to-end voice recognition, this 
characteristic is particularly useful for character-level beam search. Because our 
model's inputs and outputs are identical to those of standard character-level RNNs, the 
same training techniques as well as recipes may be utilised without modification. 
Furthermore, when compared to WLM-based models, the suggested models contain 
much fewer parameters because the size of our model is not directly proportional to the 
word size of the training set. Expand the existing RNN structures with external clocks 
as well as reset signals to make them more general. The hierarchical RNNs' basic 
building components are the extended models. Eq. (1), (2) can be used to generalise 
most sorts of RNNs or recurrent layers.  

𝐬! = 𝑓(𝐱! , 𝐬!"#), 	𝐲! = 𝑔(𝐬!)                             (1) 

𝐲! = 𝐬! = 𝐡! = 𝜎(𝑊$%𝐱! +𝑊$$𝐡!"# + 𝐛$)  (2) 

Whx and Whh are weight matrices and bh is the bias vector, where ht is the hidden 
layer activation, σ (·)  is the activation function, It is also possible to convert LSTMs 
with forget gates and peephole connections to the generalised version. The LSTM 
layer's forward equations are as follows: eq. (3): 

𝐢! = 𝜎(𝑊&%𝐱! +𝑊&$𝐡!"# +𝑊&'𝐦!"# + 𝐛&)	
𝐟! = 𝜎3𝑊(%𝐱! +𝑊($𝐡!"# +𝑊('𝐦!"# + 𝐛(4	

𝐦! = 𝐟! ∘ 𝐦!"# + 𝐢! ∘ tanh	(𝑊'%𝐱! +𝑊'$𝐡!"# + 𝐛')   (3) 

𝐨! = 𝜎(𝑊)%𝐱! +𝑊)$𝐡!"# +𝑊)'𝐦! + 𝐛))	
𝐡! = 𝐨! ∘ tanh	(𝐦!) 

These equations are generalised by changing the variables.∣ 𝐬! = [𝐦! , 𝐡!] and 𝐲! = 𝐡! 

Any generalised RNN is transformed to one with an external clock signal, ct, using the 
Eq. (4) 

𝐬! = (1 − 𝑐!)𝐬!"# + 𝑐!𝑓(𝐱! , 𝐬!"#), 	𝐲! = 𝑔(𝐬!)  (4) 
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where ct is 0 or 1. Only when ct = 1 does the RNN update its state and output. When ct 
= 0, the state and output values are the same as they were in the preceding phase. Setting 
st1 to 0 causes the RNNs to be reset by eqn. (5) 

𝐬! = (1 − 𝑐!)(1 − 𝑟!)𝐬!"# + 𝑐!𝑓(𝐱! , (1 − 𝑟!)𝐬!"#)  (5) 

where reset signal rt = 0 or 1. RNN forgets prior context when rt = 1. Extended RNN 
equations with clock as well as reset signals are also differentiable if the original RNN 
equations are. As a result, current gradient-based RNN training techniques, such as 
BPTT, may be used without modification to train the expanded versions. 

ℎ* = 𝑓(𝑥*, ℎ*"#)	
𝑥*+# = 𝑔(ℎ*)                                      (6) 

The previous technique is utilized to produce an unlimited sequence of tokens given a 
sufficient initialization. To generate the next token in the sequence, one can either 
sample from this mass function or simply use eq. (7) to select the token with the highest 
probability. 

ℎ* = 𝑓(𝑥*, ℎ*"#)	
𝑥*+# = 𝑔(ℎ*)                                                 (7) 

𝑝(𝑥#:-) = ∏  -
*.#  𝑝(𝑥* ∣ 𝑥#:*"#) = ∏  -

*.#  𝑝(𝑥*, ℎ*"#)  (8) 

The backpropagation technique is used to train regular feedforward neural networks. In 
this case, a specific input is initially propagated across the network before the output is 
computed. A differentiable loss function is then utilized to compare the output to a 
ground truth label. The gradients of loss with respect to all of the parameters in the 
network are evaluated using the chain rule in backward pass by eq. (9):  

𝐰 ← 𝐰− 𝜂 ⋅ ∇𝐰ℒ(𝑦, �̂�)                                       (9) 

The learning rate η, which regulates the magnitude of steps made on every weight 
update, is shown here. In practise, input samples are sampled from the training dataset 
in equal-sized batches, with losses averaged or summed, resulting in less noisy updates. 
Mini-batch gradient descent is the term for this method. The output activation function 
ψ in a regression model is usually the identity function; to be more general, by Eq (10) 

	𝜓(𝑎#, … , 𝑎0) = 3𝑔#(𝑎#), … , 𝑔0(𝑎0)4                (10) 

where g1, . . ., gK are functions from R to R. Let us compute Ri's partial derivatives 
with respect to the output layer's weights. Recalling that by Eq. (11) 

𝑎(2+#)(𝑥) = 𝑏(2+#) +𝑊(2+#)ℎ(2)(𝑥) 

45!
46",$

(&'() = −2T𝑌&,8 − 𝑓8(𝑋& , 𝜃)X 𝑔89 T𝑎8
(2+#)(𝑋&)X ℎ'

(2)(𝑋&)   (11) 

Differentiating now with relation to the preceding layer's weights by eq. (12) 
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∂𝑅&
∂𝑊',:

(2) = −2[  
0

8.#

T𝑌&,8 − 𝑓8(𝑋& , 𝜃)X𝑔89 T𝑎8
(2+#)(𝑋&)X

∂𝑎8
(2+#)(𝑋&)
∂𝑊',:

(2)  

𝑎8
(2+#)(𝑥) 	= ∑  ;  𝑊8,;

(2+#)ℎ;
(2)(𝑥),

ℎ;
(2)(𝑥) 	= 𝜙 T𝑏;

(2) + ^𝑊;
(2), ℎ(2"#)(𝑥)_X .

  (12) 

This leads to Eq. (13) 

4<"
(&'()(%)

46$,*
(&) = 𝑊8,'

(2+#)𝜙9 T𝑏'
(2) + ^𝑊'

(2), ℎ(2"#)(𝑥)_X ℎ:
(2"#)(𝑥). (13) 

Let us introduce the notations in eq. (14) 

𝛿8,& = −2T𝑌&,8 − 𝑓8(𝑋& , 𝜃)X𝑔89 T𝑎8
(2+#)(𝑋&)X 𝑠',& = 𝜙9 T𝑎'

(2)(𝑋&)X∑8.#0  𝑊8,'
(2+#)𝛿8,& .    

(14) 

Then by eq. (15) 

∂𝑅&
∂𝑊8,'

(2+#) = 𝛿8,&ℎ'
(2)(𝑋&) 

45!
46$,*

(&) = 𝑠',&ℎ:
(2"#)(𝑋&)                         (15) 

The gradient values are used to update the gradient descent algorithm's parameters by 
eq. (16): 

𝑊8,'
(2+#,=+#) = 𝑊8,'

(2+#,=) − 𝜀=∑&∈?  
45!

46",$
(&'(,+)  (16) 

where B is a batch and 𝜀= > 0 is learning rate that satisfies 𝜀= → 0,∑=  𝜀= = ∞,∑=  𝜀=@ <
∞, for example 𝜀= = 1/𝑟. 

Use Back-propagation equations to evaluate the gradient by a two-pass technique. In 
forward pass, fix value of current weights  �̇�(=) = 3𝑊(#,=), 𝑏(#,=), … ,𝑊(2+#,=), 𝑏(2+#,=)4 
and evaluate predicted values 𝑓3𝑋& , 𝜃(=)4  and all intermediate values 

k𝑎(8)(𝑋&), ℎ(8)(𝑋&) = 𝜙 T𝑎(8)(�̈�&)Xm
#A8A2+#

  that are stored. 

Indeed for the sigmoid function by eq. (17) 

𝜙(𝑥) = #
#+BCD	("%)

, 	𝜙9(𝑥) = 𝜙(𝑥)(1 − 𝜙(𝑥))               (17) 

For the hyperbolic tangent function ("tanh") by eq. (18) 
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𝜙(𝑥) = BCD	(%)"BCD	("%)
BCD	(%)+BCD	("%)

, 	𝜙9(𝑥) = 1 − 𝜙(2,=)                (18) 

Consider K class classification issue. Output is 𝑓(𝑥) = n

ℙ(𝑌 = 1/𝑥)
⋅
⋅

ℙ(𝑌 = 𝐾/𝑥)
q. Consider the 

output activation function is SoftMax function given by eq. (19). 

softmax	(𝑥#, … , 𝑥0) =
#

∑",(
-  H.!

(𝑒%( , … , 𝑒%-)                    (19) 

4IJKLMNC	(𝒙)!
4%/

= softmax	(𝒙)&(1 − softmax	(𝒙)&)  if 𝑖 = 𝑗 =

−softmax	(𝑥)&softmax	(𝑥); if 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 by eq. (20) 

(𝑓(𝑙))' = ∑8.#0  1P.8(𝑓(𝑙))8                          (20) 

Then −log	(𝑓(𝑙))' = −∑8.#0  𝟏P.8log	(𝑓(𝑙))8 = ℓ(𝑓(𝑙),𝑚)  for loss function l 
combined with cross-entropy. Output weights 4ℓ(((:),')

46!,/
(&'() 	 Output biases 4ℓ(((:),')

4R!
(&'()  

Hidden weights 4ℓ(((:),')
46!,/

(0)  Hidden biases 4ℓ(((:),')
4R!

(0) , for 1 ≤ ℎ ≤ 𝐿 . if 𝑧(𝑥) =

𝜙3𝑎#(𝑥), … , 𝑎S(𝑥)4, then 4T
4%!

= ∑;  
4T
4</

4</
4%!

= ^∇𝜙, 4𝒂
4%!
_  

for 1 ≤ ℎ ≤ 𝐿. Use chain-rule: if 𝑧(𝑥) = 𝜙3𝑎#(𝑥), … , 𝑎S(𝑥)4, then by eq. (21) 

4T
4%!

= ∑  ;  
4T
4</

4</
4%!

= ^∇𝜙, 4<
4%!
_.                (21) 

Hence by eq. (22) 

∂ℓ(f(l),m)
∂(a(V+#)(l))W

= −[ 
X

 
𝟏Y.X
(f(y))C

∂softmax	3a(V+#)()4
X

∂(a(V+#)(a))W

= −
1

(f(l))C

∂softmax	3a(V+#)(l)4M
∂(a(V+#)(l))W

= −
1

(f(l))C
softmax	3a(V+#)(a)4

M T1 − softmax	3a
(V+#)(a)4

MX 𝟏m

= i +
1

(f(l))M
softmax	3a(V+#)(a)4

W
softmax	3a(V+#)(a)4

M
𝟏Z[W 

4ℓ(K(Z),M)
4\N(1'()(M)]2

= (−1 + f(a)M)𝟏l = i + f(l)W𝟏m ≠ I  (22) 

Hence by eq. (23), 

∇N(1'()(M)ℓ(f(a),m) = f(a) − e(m)             (23) 
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The PD of the loss function with respect to the output bias can now be easily obtained 
by eq. (24) 

4\N(1'()(Z)]3
4^2,4

(1'() = a(V)(l)�
X

𝟏W._                 (24) 

∇`(1'()ℓ(f(l)m) = f(l) − e(m) 

Now compute the loss function's gradient at the hidden layers given by eq. (25) 

	 4ℓ(((<),')
4a$(")(<)b

/

= ∑  &  
4ℓ(((<),')

4a<("'()(<)b
!

4a<("'()(<)b
!

4a$(")(<)b
/

                      (25) 

Now compute the loss function's gradient at hidden layers given by eq. (26).  

3𝑎(8+#)(𝑎)4
&
= 𝑏&

(8+#) +[ 
;

𝑊&,;
(8+#)3ℎ(8)(𝑎)4

;
 

	 4ℓ(((<),')
4a$(")(<)b

/

= ∑  &  
4ℓ(((<),')

4a<("'()(<)b
!

4a<("'()(<)b
!

4a$(")(<)b
/

          (26) 

   Hence by eq. (27) 

4ℓ(K(N),M)
4c(3)(M)4

= ∑  W  
4ℓ(K(N),M)
4N(3'()(M)2

WW,X
(_+#)

∇c(3)(C)ℓ(f(a),m) = 3W(_+#)49∇N(3'()(M)ℓ(f(a),m)
                 (27) 

Recalling that h(_)(m)X = ϕ3a(_)(m)X4 by eq. (28), 

4ℓ(K(N),M)
4N(3)(M)4

= 4ℓ(K(N),M)
4c(3)(M)4

ϕ93a(_)(m)X4.   (28) 

Hence by eq. (29), (30) 

∇N(3)(M)ℓ(f(l),m) = ∇c(3)(M)ℓ(f(a),m)⊙ 3ϕ93a(_)(a)#4, … , ϕ93a(_)(a)X4, … 4
9
 (29) 

where ⊙ denotes element-wise product.  

4ℓ(K(N),M)

4^2,4
(3) 	= 4ℓ(K(N),M)

4N(3)(N)2

4N(3)(N)2
4^2,4

(3)

	= 4ℓ(K(N),M)
4N(3)(N)2

hX
(_"#)(l)

                                   (30) 

Finally, the loss function's gradient of hidden weights is given by eq. (31) 

∇^(_)ℓ(f(l),m) = ∇N(_)(C)ℓ(f(a),m)h(_"#)(a)9.            (31) 
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The gradient must be computed about the hidden biases as the final step given by eq. 
(32).  

∂ℓ(f(a),m)
∂bW

(_) =
∂ℓ(f(a),m)
∂a(_)(a)W

 

∇`(3)ℓ(f(a),m) = ∇N(3)(C)ℓ(f(a),m)     (32) 

3.2 Stochastic gradient-based back propagation algorithm: 

Forward pass: fix value of current weights 𝜃(=) = 
3𝑊(#,=), 𝑏(#,=), … ,𝑊(2+#,=), 𝑏(2+#,=)4, and evaluate predicted values 𝑓3𝑋& , 𝜃(=)4 and 

all intermediate values 3𝑎(8)(𝑋&), ℎ(8)(𝑋&) = 𝜙T𝑎(8)(𝑋&)Xm
#A8A2+#

 that are stored. 

Backpropagation algorithm: 

• Evaluate output gradient ∇<(&'()(𝑥)ℓ(𝑓(𝑥), 𝑦) = 𝑓(𝑥) − 𝑒(𝑦). 

• For 𝑘 = 𝐿 + 1 to 1 
Evaluate gradient at the hidden layer 𝑘 

∇6(")ℓ(𝑓(𝑥), 𝑦) 	= ∇<(")(𝑥)ℓ(𝑓(𝑥), 𝑦)ℎ(8"#)(𝑥)9

∇R(")ℓ(𝑓(𝑥), 𝑦) 	= ∇<(")(𝑥)ℓ(𝑓(𝑥), 𝑦)
 

Compute the gradient at the previous layer 

∇$(8"#)(%)ℓ(𝑓(𝑥), 𝑦) = 3𝑊(8)49∇<(8)(𝑥)ℓ(𝑓(𝑥), 𝑦)and 

∇<(8"#)(𝑥)ℓ(𝑓(𝑥), 𝑦) = ∇$(8"#)(𝑥)ℓ(𝑓(𝑥), 𝑦)

	⊙ 3… ,𝜙93𝑎(8"#)(𝑥);4, … 4
9 

Fix parameters 𝜀: learning rate, 𝑚: batch size, nb: number of epochs. 
For 𝑙 = 1 to nb epochs 
For 𝑙 = 1 to 𝑛/𝑚 

Take a random batch of size 𝑚 without replacement in learning sample: (𝑋& , 𝑌&)&∈?* 
Compute the gradients with the backpropagation algorithm 

∇̃d=
1
𝑚[  

&∈?*

∇dℓ(𝑓(𝑋& , 𝜃), 𝑌&). 

Update the parameters 

𝜃new = 𝜃old − 𝜀∇̃d . 
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The gradient update is frequently terminated after traversing a defined number of time 
steps to scale back-propagation across time for use with extended sequences. Truncated 
back-propagation across time is the name for this method. Limit the frequency of 
gradient updates in addition to preventing them from back-propagating all way to the 
beginning of the sequence. The following is how the shortened BPTT works for a 
particular training sequence. The RNN processes a new token every time step, and after 
k1 tokens are processed in so-called forward pass as well as the hidden state has been 
updated k1 times truncated, these parameters will be used throughout the study. Figure 
4 presents a graphical explanation of the truncated BPPT, in which the gradients are 
back-propagated for three (k2) time steps per two (k1) time steps. BPTT is started by 
back-propagating gradient for k2 time steps. Note that k1 should ideally be less than or 
equal to k2 to maintain the maximum data efficiency, as otherwise some data points 
might be omitted during training. 

 

Figure 4: Example of truncated back propagation through time for k1 = 2 and k2 = 3. 
Thick arrow represents one back-propagation through time update. 

3.3 Training and sampling methods for character-level RNNs with BPNN  

Four techniques for training character-level RNNs as well as sampling new tokens from 
them are presented. The goal of the RNN model is to predict the next symbol or letter 
in a sequence given all preceding tokens and it is independent of these methods. 
Training as well as sampling techniques are thus essentially a practical means to 
accomplish the same goal, and the effect of the chosen scheme on RNN model's 
performance as well as efficiency is investigated in later sections. The 4 methods 
described are among the most fundamental as well as practical ways for training and 
sampling from RNNs, although there are undoubtedly many more combinations or 
versions. This result is a vector containing a probability distribution for all characters. 
Each scheme is a reasonable approximation of the original method and fits into the 
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truncated BPNN framework. It is also vital to remember that all schemes have the same 
goal in mind: to forecast the next token in a sequence. 

4 Performance Analysis 
Models of Cha_RNN_BPNN were calculated on the testing dataset after training using 
3 metrics to assist researchers in model selection. Using the 2770 postings in the testing 
dataset, we first generated responses using the proposed technique. The postings in the 
testing set were utilized as "prompts" for Cha_RNN_BPNN methods, which meant they 
would generate responses to those prompts. Then, for evaluation, word perplexity, F-K 
grade level and cosine similarity were calculated.  

Parameters RNN CNN Cha_RNN_BPNN 

Word Perplexity 84 88 89.8 

F-K Grade Level for Readability 77 83 84 

Cosine Similarity for Semantic Coherence 74 76 77 

Gradient change of NN 65 69 70 

Validation accuracy 87 93 95 

Training accuracy 90 92 95 

Table 1: Comparative analysis of English language teaching based on AI with 
existing and proposed techniques 

The above Table 1 shows a comparative analysis of English language teaching based 
on AI between the existing and proposed techniques. Here the parameters analysed are 
Word Perplexity, F-K Grade Level for Readability, Cosine Similarity for Semantic 
Coherence, gradient change of NN, validation accuracy, and training accuracy. 
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Figure 5: Comparative analysis of word 

perplexity 

 

Figure 6: Comparative analysis of F-K 
grade level of Readability 

 

Figure 7: Comparative analysis of Cosine 
Similarity 

 

Figure 8: Comparative analysis of 
Gradient change of NN 
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Figure 9: Comparative analysis of 
validation accuracy 

 

Figure 10: Comparative analysis of 
training accuracy 

The above Figures 5-10 show the comparative analysis in terms of Word Perplexity, F-
K Grade Level for Readability, Cosine Similarity for Semantic Coherence, gradient 
change of NN, validation accuracy, and training accuracy based on deep learning 
evaluation. While this method suggests 30 words to select from when producing the 
next word, it is said to have a word perplexity of 30. In practise, lower word perplexity 
is desired because it indicates that the model is more confident in its ability to predict 
the next word. The probability of a word xi given a method is stated as s, and N is the 
number of alternative words. In both NLP and educational settings, F-K grade level is 
extensively utilised. Python package textstat was used to construct F-K grade levels of 
the produced texts from the testing dataset in this study. Because off-topic responses 
are unlikely to be helpful and can be confusing for pupils, they should be avoided. 
Manual effort has traditionally been used to assess the semantic coherence of created 
texts. Word embedding is a method for representing words with vectors so that machine 
learning algorithms can process numeric representations of textual words. The angle 
between vectors A and B is used to calculate the similarity. The cosine similarity value 
goes from -1 to 1. A similarity of 1 indicates that the two texts are identical, whereas a 
similarity of -1 indicates that they are completely opposed. Results analysis shows the 
validation and training accuracy with gradient adjustment of neural networks, with the 
proposed technique achieving the best outcomes. 

4.1 Discussion 

The fundamental characteristic of college English online teaching is that it places the 
students in the centre, taking into account all of their demands as well as providing 
them with convenient and intelligent teaching services. As a result, any college English 
online teaching method must do everything possible to satisfy students' individual 
learning needs and provide timely feedback and evaluation. In the college English 
online teaching model, capabilities such as automatic homework correction, online 
question responding, speech recognition, evaluation, and data gathering and analysis 
can all be useful. DL is directly linked to the realisation and optimization of these 
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functions. The DL method suggested in this research, which combines a clustering 
algorithm with a NN, may be utilised to continually optimise these functions required 
by the college English online teaching method. Results of our earlier quantitative and 
qualitative studies were then validated through an experiment. Two females and two 
males were among participants. Four upper-level graduate students with a background 
in educational methods were recruited for the project. Participants were invited to 
complete a survey that consisted of ten postreply pairs (1) whether they believe a 
response came from a human or a machine, (2) whether a response gave information, 
emotional support, or social support (3) a 10-point Likert scale to indicate the quality 
of a response in terms of syntax, readability and consistency with conversation setting. 
Participants were given the option of selecting various support categories for a response 
if applicable, or none if no obvious support could be found. Before the experiment, 
participants were given a definition and examples of 3 categories of support. 

5 Conclusion 
This research proposes a novel technique in English teaching based on AI. This study 
aims to see how NLG may be combined with DL methods to give automatic support 
for students in English discussions. The degree and effectiveness of using AI 
applications to teach English have been measured. It has been completed the conception 
for the use of AI applications in the teaching of English. Basics, content, objectives, 
strategies, processors, and assessment techniques would all be included. Then, to 
classify the English teaching-based data collected from 7,066 students, with a large 
quantity of 42,307 discussion forums using Character-level recurrent neural network 
with back Propagation neural network (Cha_RNN_BPNN). The experimental analysis 
shows the comparative analysis in terms of Word Perplexity, F-K Grade Level for 
Readability, Cosine Similarity for Semantic Coherence, gradient change of NN, 
validation accuracy, and training accuracy based on classification evaluation. 
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